
MAGNETIC LOCATORS

ML-1 Magnetic Locator with Simple, One-Handed Operation
The ML-1 is one of SSI’s most popular magnetic detection products. Whether you’re seeking corner markers 
(iron or steel), well casings, steel drums or septic tank handles, this is the “go-to” magnetic locator. The ML 
series offers simple, one-handed operation with an easy-to-learn keypad and audio confirmation. Unlike most 
of our competitors the ML-1 features strong mono-tube construction, providing structural integrity from top to 
bottom. Two 9v alkaline batteries included.

ML-1M Magnetic Locator Technology with Digital Meter
In addition to the features of the original ML-1, the ML-1M is metered, offering you added features without 
added complexity. The digital meter provides for visual signal strength, polarity indication, gain setting plus 
battery life display. Two 9v alkaline batteries included.

ML-3  Magnetic Locator Offering Durable, One-Handed Operation that’s 100% Waterproof
The ML-3 is 40” to meet utility and surveyor personal preferences, providing ergonomic, rugged, one-handed 
operation. The ML-3 offers unparalleled durability and is housed inside aircraft-grade aluminum mono-tube. 
The ML-3 is digitally tuned and 100 percent waterproof. It’s rating is IP68 certified up to 250 feet - a first for the 
industry - so it can be used in inclement weather and submerged conditions. Plus, its auto-zero feature allows 
the user to “cancel” ambient magnetics or magnetic gradient in the environment. One 9v alkaline battery 
holder included. 

ML-3L Magnetic Locator Offering Durable, One-Handed Operation that’s 100% Waterproof
Featuring the same technological advances as the ML-3. At 55” long, the ML-3L is the longest magnetic 
locator on the market. It allows the operator to make the biggest sweeps possible without compromising 
accuracy or functionality.  It is used worldwide by many UXO operations to identify minefield ordnances or 
other potential dangers. The ML-3 is digitally tuned and 100 percent waterproof, IP68 certified up to 250 feet. 
One 9v alkaline battery holder included.

The Best Magnetic Locators in the Market

Proudly Made in the USA

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
All You Need to Continue Locating With Confidence

ML-3 Hard Carrying Case
Aluminum Case with a shock proof inner 
shield for ML-3 Units 
Color: Black
ML-3: 2” x 42.5”
ML-3L: 2” x 57”

ML-1 Hard Carrying Case
Hard polymer case for ML-1 and ML-1M 
dimensions: 5.5” x 39
Color: Tan

9v Battery Holder
Battery Holder for ML-3 Magnetic Locator or 
for AML All Materials Locator. Available with 
Alkaline or Lithium 9v batteries.
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